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8. SYNCHROTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
reciprocal-lattice points, such as hkl; 2h2k2l . . . nhnknl . . ., in
which case the Laue spot contains several wavelengths (energies)
and structure amplitudes. In the former case, the Laue spot is said
to be single, and in the latter, multiple. The existence of multiple
Laue spots is known as the energy-overlap problem: one spot
contains contributions from several energies. It seems to have
been thought by Pauling, Bragg and others that, as the wavelength range and the resolution limit dmax of the crystal increased,
more and more Laue spots would be multiple and the energyoverlap problem would dominate. Cruickshank et al. (1987)
showed that this was not so. Even in the extreme case of inﬁnite
wavelength range, no more than 12.5% of all Laue spots would be
multiple. The energy-overlap problem is evidently of restricted
extent. However, the magnitude of the energy-overlap problem
varies with resolution: reciprocal-lattice points at low resolution
are more likely to be associated with multiple Laue spots than to
be single (Cruickshank et al., 1987).
The extraction of X-ray structure amplitudes from a single
Laue spot requires the derivation and application of a wavelength-dependent correction factor known as the wavelength
normalization curve or -curve. This curve and other known
factors relate the experimentally measured raw intensities of
each Laue spot to the square of the corresponding structure
amplitude. The integrated intensity of a Laue spot is achieved
automatically by integration over wavelength, rather than in a
monochromatic spot by integration over angle as the crystal
rotates. If, however, a Laue spot is multiple, its total intensity
arises from the sum of the integrated intensities of each of its
components, known also as harmonics or orders nhnknl of the
inner point hkl where h, k and l are co-prime.
Laue spots lie on conic sections, each corresponding to a
central zone [uvw] in reciprocal space. Prominent spots known as
nodal spots or nodals lie at the intersection of well populated
zones and correspond to rays whose inner point hkl is of low coprime indices. All nodal spots are multiple and all are surrounded
by clear areas devoid of spots.
The volume of reciprocal space stimulated in a Laue exposure,
Vv , is given by
Vv ¼ 0:24

d4
max ðmax

the narrow Ewald sphere [more strictly, through the volume
between the closely spaced Ewald spheres corresponding to 1=
and 1=ð þ dÞ]. The details are modiﬁed slightly for mosaic
crystals of ﬁnite dimensions subjected to an X-ray beam of ﬁnite
cross section and angular crossﬁre (Ren et al., 1999; Z. Ren,
unpublished results).
Exposure times are governed not merely by the requirement to
generate sufﬁcient diffracted intensity in a spot – the signal – but
also to minimize the background under the spot – the noise. The
background under a Laue spot tends to be higher than under a
monochromatic spot, since it arises from a larger volume of
reciprocal space in the Laue case. This volume extends from dmin
(where dmin ¼ 2 sin =max and  is the Bragg angle for that Laue
spot) through the Laue spot at d to either dmax or 2 sin =min ,
whichever is the smaller (Moffat et al., 1989). Since both the
signal and the noise in a Laue pattern are directly proportional to
the exposure time, their ratio is independent of that parameter.
The ratio does depend on the wavelength range ðmax  min Þ.
Decreasing the wavelength range both generates fewer spots and
increases the signal-to-noise ratio for each remaining spot by
diminishing the background under it. This is analogous to
decreasing the oscillation range in a monochromatic exposure.
The choice of appropriate exposure time in the Laue case is
complicated, but the central fact remains: both in theory and in
practice, Laue exposures are very short with respect to monochromatic exposures (Moffat et al., 1984; Helliwell, 1985; Moffat,
1997). Satisfactory Laue diffraction patterns have been routinely
obtained with X-ray exposures of 100 to 150 ps, corresponding to
the duration of a single X-ray pulse emitted by a single 15 mA
bunch of electrons circulating in the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) (Bourgeois et al., 1996).
The advantages and disadvantages of the Laue technique,
compared to the better-established and more familiar monochromatic techniques, are presented in Table 8.2.2.1.
8.2.3. Practical considerations in the Laue technique
The experimental aspects of a Laue experiment – the source and
optics, the shutters and other beamline components, detectors,
analysis software, and the successful design of the Laue experiments themselves – have been presented by Helliwell et al.
(1989), Ren & Moffat (1994, 1995a,b), Bourgeois et al. (1996),
Ren et al. (1996), Clifton et al. (1997), Moffat (1997), Yang et al.
(1998), and Ren et al. (1999). Certain key parameters are under
the experimenter’s control, such as the nature of the source
(bending magnet, wiggler or undulator), the wavelength range
incident on the crystal (as modiﬁed by components of the
beamline such as a mirror and attenuators), the choice of
detector (active area, number of pixels and the size of each,
dependence of detector parameters on wavelength, inherent
background, and the accuracy and speed of readout), the
experimental data-collection strategy (exposure time or times,
number of angular settings of the crystal to be employed and the
angular interval between them) and the data-reduction strategy
(properties of the algorithms employed and of the software
analysis package). A successful Laue experiment demands
consideration of these parameters jointly and in advance, as
described in these references. The goal is accurate structure
amplitudes, not just speedily obtained, beautiful diffraction
images.
For example, an undulator source yields a spectrum in which
the incident intensity varies sharply with wavelength. Such a
source should only be employed if the software can model this

 min Þ;

and contains Nv reciprocal-lattice points where Nv ¼ Vv =V  and
V  is the volume of the reciprocal unit cell (Moffat, 1997). Nv can
be large, particularly for crystals that diffract to high resolution
and thus have larger values of dmax. Laue patterns may therefore
contain numerous closely spaced spots and exhibit a spatialoverlap problem (Cruickshank et al., 1991). The value of Nv is up
to an order of magnitude greater than the typical number of spots
on a monochromatic oscillation pattern from the same crystal.
Since the overall goal of a diffraction experiment is to record all
spots in the unique volume of reciprocal space with suitable
accuracy and redundancy, a Laue data set may contain fewer
images and more spots of higher redundancy than a monochromatic data set (Clifton et al., 1991). This is particularly evident if
the crystal is of high symmetry.
Kalman (1979) provided derivations of the integrated intensity
of a single spot in the Laue case and in the monochromatic case.
Moffat (1997) used these to show that the duration of a typical
Laue exposure was between three and four orders of magnitude
less than the corresponding monochromatic exposure. The
physical reason for this signiﬁcant Laue advantage lies in the fact
that all Laue spots are in a diffracting position and contribute to
the integrated intensity throughout the exposure. In contrast,
monochromatic spots diffract only brieﬂy as each sweeps through
Copyright © 2012 International Union of Crystallography
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8.2. LAUE CRYSTALLOGRAPHY: TIME-RESOLVED STUDIES
Table 8.2.2.1
Advantages and disadvantages of the Laue technique
This table is adapted from Moffat (1997). See also Ren et al. (1999).

Advantages
Shortest possible exposure time, well suited to rapid time-resolved studies that require high time resolution.
Insensitive to all temporal ﬂuctuations in the beam incident on the crystal, whether arising from the source itself, the optical components of the beamline or
the shutter train. (Sensitive only to unusual ﬂuctuations of the shape of the incident spectrum with time.)
All spots in a local region of the detector have an identical proﬁle; none are (geometrically) partial.
Requires a stationary crystal and relatively simple optical components, therefore images are easy to acquire.
A large volume of reciprocal space is surveyed per image, hence fewer images are necessary to survey the entire unique volume.
High redundancy of measurements readily obtained, particularly at high resolution.
Disadvantages
Energy overlaps must be deconvoluted into their components if complete data are to be obtained, particularly at low resolution.
Spatial overlaps are numerous, particularly for mosaic crystals, and must be resolved.
Completeness at low resolution may be low, which would lead to signiﬁcant series-termination errors in Fourier maps.
The rate of heating owing to X-ray absorption can be very high.
The wider the wavelength range, the higher the background under each spot; a trade-off is unavoidable between coverage of reciprocal space and accuracy of
intensity measurements.
Spot shape is quite sensitive to crystal disorder.
More complicated wavelength-dependent corrections must be derived and applied to spot intensities to yield structure amplitudes.

variation suitably in the derivation of the wavelength normalization curve. This is indeed so (at least for the LaueView
software package) even in the most extreme case, that of the
so-called single-line undulator source in which max and min
may differ by only 10%, say by 0.1 Å at 1.0 Å (V. S̆rajer et al. and
D. Bourgeois et al., in preparation).
As a second example, a Laue diffraction pattern is particularly
sensitive to crystal disorder, which leads to substantial ‘streaking’
of the Laue spots that is predominantly radial in direction in each
diffraction image and may be dependent both on direction in
reciprocal space (anisotropic disorder) and on time (if, in a timeresolved experiment, disorder is induced by the process of
reaction initiation or by structural evolution as the reaction
proceeds). The software therefore has to be able to model
accurately elongated closely spaced or partially overlapping
spots, whose proﬁle varies markedly with position on each
detector image and with time (Ren & Moffat, 1995a). If the
software has difﬁculty with this task, then either a more ordered
crystal must be selected, thus diminishing the size of each spot
and the extent of spatial overlaps, or a narrower wavelength
range must be used, thus reducing the total number of spots per
image and their average spatial density (Cruickshank et al., 1991);
or the crystal-to-detector distance must be increased, thus
increasing the average spot-to-spot distance and potentially
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. There are, however, tradeoffs. More ordered crystals may not be readily available, a
narrower wavelength range means that more images are required
for a complete data set and the detector must continue to intercept all of the high-angle diffraction data (which consist largely of
single spots stimulated by longer wavelengths).
As a third example, consider radiation damage. This can be
purely thermal, arising from heating due to X-ray absorption.
The rate of temperature rise may easily reach several hundred
kelvin per second from a focused pink bending-magnet beam at
second-generation sources such as the National Synchrotron
Light Source (NSLS) (Chen, 1994; Moffat, 1997) or several
thousand kelvin per second from a focused wiggler source at
third-generation sources such as the ESRF. Fast shutters are
required to provide an individual exposure of one millisecond or
less in the latter case, and hence to limit the temperature rise to a
readily survivable value of several kelvin (Bourgeois et al., 1996;
Moffat, 1997). Primary radiation damage (arising directly from
X-ray absorption and hence from energy deposition) cannot be

eliminated, but it may be modiﬁed by selection of the wavelength
range and by lowering max . Secondary radiation damage, arising
from the chemical and structural damage generated by highly
reactive, rapidly diffusing free radicals, hydrated electrons and
other chemical species, can be greatly minimized by the use of
very short exposures which allow little time for damaging reactions to occur, and by working at cryogenic temperatures where
diffusion is greatly reduced (see e.g. Garman & Schneider, 1997).
However, the last strategy may not be an option in a timeresolved Laue experiment, where the desired structural transitions may be literally frozen out at cryogenic temperatures.
Extraction of structure amplitudes from a Laue image or data
set proceeds through ﬁve stages, reviewed in detail by Clifton et
al. (1997) and Ren et al. (1999), and outlined in Fig. 8.2.3.1. First
comes the purely geometrical process of indexing, in which each
spot is associated with the appropriate hkl value and the unit-cell
parameters, crystal orientation matrix, min , geometric parameters of the detector and X-ray camera, max and dmax are
reﬁned, also yielding , the wavelength stimulating that spot. In
the second stage, each spot is integrated using appropriate
proﬁle-ﬁtting algorithms. Thirdly, the wavelength normalization
curve is derived, usually by comparison of the recorded intensities of the same (single) spots or symmetry-related spots at
several crystal orientations, applied to each image, and the
images in each data set scaled together. In the fourth stage, the
intensities of spots identiﬁed in the ﬁrst stage as multiple are
resolved (or deconvoluted) into the intensity of each individual
component or harmonic. The total intensity of a multiple Laue
spot is the weighted sum of the intensities of each component,
and the weights are known from the wavelength assigned to each
component (Stage 1) and the wavelength normalization curve
(Stage 3). In the ﬁfth stage, the single and multiple data are
merged and reduced to structure amplitudes. Ren et al. (1999)
have emphasized that, in contrast to the simpliﬁed description
presented in Section 8.2.2, the effective wavelength range
max  min depends on resolution, and each Laue spot is
stimulated by a range of wavelengths which can be quite large at
low resolution. Although typical Laue software packages such as
the Daresbury Laue Software Suite (Helliwell et al., 1989;
Campbell, 1995), LEAP (Wakatsuki, 1993) and LaueView (Ren
& Moffat, 1995a,b) are largely automated, a surprising degree of
manual intervention may still be required in the ﬁrst (indexing)
stage, and in later stages where the order of parameter reﬁne-
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not invalidate the use of that derivative. The analysis proceeds as
though a particular site were, say, 70% occupied in every unit cell
of the crystal, although in reality that site is 100% occupied in
70% of the unit cells. In this example, the substitutional disorder
is time-independent.) The crystal is thus imperfect: substitutional
disorder breaks the translational symmetry. It follows that there
must also be time-dependent non-Bragg scattering; but all studies
to date have focused on the Bragg scattering.
The above describes a perfect experiment but, as might be
expected, reality is different. Initiation techniques such as
absorption of light from a laser pulse (Schlichting & Goody, 1997)
unavoidably deposit energy in the crystal and give rise to a
temperature jump and transient, reversible crystal disorder,
evident as spot streaking. The magnitude of this temperature
jump is proportional to the number of photons absorbed, which
in turn is related to the concentration of photoactive species, the
quantum yield for photoactivation and the fraction of molecules
stimulated (Moffat, 1995, 1998). The necessity for limiting the
magnitude of this temperature jump to retain crystallinity means
that it is difﬁcult to initiate the reaction in all molecules in the
crystal. For example, photodissociation of carbon monoxide from
carbonmonoxymyoglobin crystals was achieved in roughly 40%
of the molecules (S̆rajer et al., 1996), and entry into the photocycle of photoactive yellow protein in roughly 20% of the
molecules (Perman et al., 1998). The magnitude of the timedependent change in structure-factor amplitudes, given by

Figure 8.2.3.1

Fðhkl; tÞ ¼ jFðhkl; tÞj  jFðhkl; 0Þj;

Flow chart of typical Laue data processing.

is proportional to the fraction of molecules photoactivated and is
therefore substantially diminished.
The main crystallographic challenge thus becomes the accurate
determination of small values of Fðhkl; tÞ in the face of both
random errors (arising from, for example, the small numbers of
diffracted photons into the reﬂection hkl from a brief X-ray
pulse) and systematic errors (arising from, for example, inaccurate determination of the Laue wavelength normalization curve,
crystal-to-crystal scaling errors, inadequately corrected absorption effects, or time-dependent spot proﬁles). Precision is
enhanced by acquiring highly redundant Laue data (mean
redundancies typically between 5 and 15), which also afford an
excellent measure of the variance of the structure amplitudes,
and accuracy is enhanced by interleaving measurements of
jFðhkl; tÞj with those of jFðhkl; 0Þj on the same crystal, at nearly
the same time. Indeed, ‘two-spot’ Laue patterns may be acquired
by recording both the jFðhkl; tÞj and jFðhkl; 0Þj diffraction
patterns, slightly displaced with respect to each other, on the
same detector [image plate or charge-coupled device (CCD)]
prior to readout and quantiﬁcation (Ren et al., 1996). However,
this doubles the background and halves the signal-to-noise ratio.
The values of Fðhkl; tÞ span a four-dimensional space. What
is the best way to scan this four-dimensional space, having regard
for the need to minimize errors? Interleaving measurements of
jFðhkl; tÞj and jFðhkl; 0Þj has been achieved by ﬁxing the delay
time t between reaction initiation (the pump, laser pulse) and
X-ray data acquisition (the probe, X-ray pulse), and surveying all
values of hkl through progressive reorientation of the crystal
between Laue images until all the unique volume of reciprocal
space is surveyed with adequate redundancy and completeness
(S̆rajer et al., 1996; Perman et al., 1998; Ren et al., 1999). The value
of t is then altered and data acquisition repeated for all suitable
values of t. That is, t is the slow variable. The difﬁculty with this
approach is that a single crystal may yield only one or two data
sets, corresponding to one or two values of t, before radiation

ment and various rejection criteria may be adjusted by the user.
The overall result is that carefully conducted Laue experiments
yield structure amplitudes that equal those from monochromatic
data in quality (Ren et al., 1999).
8.2.4. The time-resolved experiment
The principles and applications of time-resolved macromolecular
crystallography have been widely reviewed (Moffat, 1989;
Cruickshank et al., 1992; Hajdu & Johnson, 1993; Helliwell &
Rentzepis, 1997; Moffat, 1998; Ren et al., 1999). This article
therefore concentrates on the crystallographic aspects.
The essence of a perfect time-resolved crystallographic
experiment is that a structural reaction is initiated in all the
molecules in the crystal, rapidly, uniformly and in a non-damaging manner. The molecules, far from thermodynamic equilibrium immediately after the completion of the initiation process,
relax through a series of structural transitions back to equilibrium. The course of the structural transitions is monitored
through the time-dependence of the X-ray scattering. The
structure amplitudes (and indeed the phases) associated with
each Bragg peak hkl become time-dependent and may be
denoted jFðhkl; tÞj. The Fourier transform of the structure factors
yields the time-dependent space-average structure of the molecules in the crystal. If all molecules behave independently of one
another in the crystal, as they do in dilute solution, then the
overall time dependence arises from the time dependence of the
fractional populations of each time-independent structural state.
That is, the crystal exhibits time-dependent substitutional
disorder. (Lest this seem an unfamiliar concept, recall that a
multi-site, partially occupied, heavy-atom derivative also exhibits
substitutional disorder: the contents of each unit cell differ
slightly, depending on whether a particular heavy-atom site is
occupied in that unit cell or not. Such disorder fortunately does
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